Overview: MPP Project Courses in Spring 2024

Digital Development Cooperation
by Lea Gimpel and Toni Kaatz-Dubberke
Practice Partner: GIZ

Influencing the EU: The Making of Climate Politics & Policies
by Jesse Scott and Sabrina Schulz

Modern Government Design:
Preparing for the Future of Government
by Thurid Hustedt and Gerhard Hammerschmid (two groups)
Practice Partner: PD

Monitoring & Evaluation of Social Programs
by Ruth Ditlmann
Practice Partners: A-Gain, Falling Walls Foundation, Help and Hope Foundation

Sustainability & Food: Theories, Concepts, Practices
by Harry Bauer
Practice Partner: Kantine Zukunft

The Fifth Force: Setting Strategy for Partnerships and Alliances
by Monika Weber-Fahr